TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Non-professional traders

Subscriptions to The Harmonic Daily Forecaster are available on a monthly basis to non-professional traders at the published rates. Subscriptions are for the usage of a single user only and the registrant is the sole person authorized to use. Ian Copsey has rights to terminate any suspected login sharing account without prior notice and reserve all the rights to take legal action against unauthorized users.

Subscription renewal payments will be debited automatically to the credit card provided unless the subscriber, prior to the renewal date, cancels the subscription. Subscriptions cancelled after the renewal payment has been made will not be refunded. No partial or pro rata refunds will be made for unused or unwanted subscriptions.

Professional traders

Subscriptions to The Harmonic Daily Forecaster are available on an annual basis to professional traders on a license basis. Licenses are available either for:
- The use of all trading personnel in a trading room or;
- The use of all trading personnel in the organization’s global trading rooms

Ian Copsey has rights to terminate any suspected login sharing account without prior notice and reserve all the rights to take legal action against unauthorized users.

Subscription renewal invoices will be forwarded one month before renewal. Subscriptions cancelled after the renewal payment has been made will not be refunded. No partial or pro rata refunds will be made for unused or unwanted subscriptions.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSIONS

Ian Copsey owns the copyright for all material provided to you during your subscription unless stated otherwise. Apart from utilizing material for personal use, reproduction (including by electronic means) of any material, in whole or in part, is forbidden without permission. Legal action will be taken for any violation of copyright.

DELIVERY AND HOLIDAYS

The Harmonic Daily Forecaster and Weekly Harmonic Outlook reports are analytical reports and all efforts will be made to deliver this report by the due date and times. However, Ian Copsey will not be liable for any late delivery beyond his control.

The Daily Harmonic Forecaster will be provided on a daily basis with the exception of U.S. bank holidays plus three weeks each year generally at times when trading is customarily low. These will normally between Christmas and the New Year, around the Easter weekend and one week during August. Details of the breaks will be advised at least two weeks in advance.
The price of **Weekly market outlooks** allows for as many as four (4) weeks during the year when the report will not be distributed due to scheduling.

**DISCLAIMER:**

**The Harmonic Daily Forecaster** is an analytical tool only and is not intended to replace individual research. The service is offered as an opinion on the current state of the market with anticipated trading signals but not recommendations. The information provided in Harmonic Daily Forecaster should not be relied on as a substitute for extensive independent research before making your trading/investment decisions. Ian Copsey is merely providing this service for your general information. No representation is being made that any view or opinion will guarantee profits or not result in losses from trading. In addition any projections or views of the market provided may not prove to be accurate. The opinions are subject to change without notice. Opinions or views expressed in Daily Forecaster are not meant to be either investment advice or a solicitation or recommendation to establish market positions. Ian Copsey will not be responsible for any losses incurred on investments made by readers and clients as a result of any information contained in this service. The information contained is private and may not be distributed or shared.

**The Weekly Harmonic Analyst reports** is a service marked and copyrighted by Ian Copsey and is intended for registered subscribers through [www.harmonic-ewave.com](http://www.harmonic-ewave.com). The service is offered as an opinion on analysis methods and does not offer trading recommendations, investment advice or a solicitation or recommendation to establish market positions. The information provided should not be relied on as a substitute for extensive independent research before making trading or investment decisions. In addition any projections or views of the market provided may not prove to be accurate. The opinions are subject to change without notice. Ian Copsey will not be responsible for any losses incurred on investments made by readers and clients as a result of any information contained in this service. The information contained is private and may not be distributed or shared. The price of this service allows for as many as four (4) weeks during the year when the report will not be distributed due to scheduling.